Hello,

My name is Richard Savinda and I live at 25297 Jesmond Dene Hts. Pl. Escondido 920267. I live on the other side of 15 and every weekend some people use this recycling property as a shooting range. The noise is so loud it sounds like it is in my back yard. There are many more issues with the noise this plant will create such as the pollution this plant will create. Please use all your power to stop this plant as it will be very bad for many people.

Richard Savinda
Hello,

You are probably sick of hearing why the recycling plant should not be built and the reasons are all very good but here is the major one everyone is missing. Every weekend some friends of the owners of the property do target shooting at this site. The noise bounces off the mountain and comes directly east towards my house. They recently put up metal targets that make the noise even worse. My house is in the Jesmond Dene area and this noise is unbearable. I have called the Sheriff and since this is in the County they can do nothing. Please do what you can to stop this project as it will destroy our neighborhood. If this noise from high powered rifles makes this much noise this plant crushing rock will be unbearable. Please do what you can to stop this project.

Richard Savinda

25297 Jesmond Dene Hts. Pl.

Escondido, Ca 92026

760-480-7295